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SECTION 1. GENERAL

1.1 ~~rpose

This volume of the QUICK Users Manual is intended to inform the ueer/
analyst on how to prepare control cards; structure execution (run)
decks; prepare computer job requests; and understand the associated
computer output, to inc lude the recognition of error messages for the
Sortie Generation subsystem of QUICK. It complements information con-
tained in the Maintenance Manuals on the QUICK System.

1.2 General Description

The Sortie Generation Subsystem operates using the integrated data bale
as developed by the Weapon Allocation subsystem and produces detailed
bomber and missile (delivery vehicle and weapon) sortie specifications.
Thus , it accepts a near-optiuial weapon allocation, and from this as
well as consideration of delivery vehicle characteristics and other fac-
tors, generates a detailed plan of attack for one opposing side in a
hypothetical general war.

The subsystem consists of modules FOOTPRNT, POSTALOC , PLANOUT and PLOTIT
as 8hown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the Sortie
Generation subsystem to other QUICK subsys tems in terms of procedural
information flow .

In addition to the plan generation requirements , per se , the output of
this subsystem is utilized alterna t ively by :

a. Damage Assessment systems external to QUICK which util ize weap-
on/target strike data (DGZ tapes) as required .

b. General War simulation models external to QUICK (e.g., NEMO
and ESP) which util ize relevant strike data as required (DGZ
and A/B tapes).

If any missile delivery vehicles exist within the data base , module
FOOTPRNI’ must be executed . For single shot missile delivery system in-
dividual sorties are simply formatted ; no other action is required. For
MIRV weapon groups detailed reentry vehicle target point assignments
which satisf y the various constraints are created. 

-

POSIALOC processes bomber weapon groups and develops specific bomber
sorties.

All weapon groups are processed only if the attack posture indicator
(attribute ATTPOS) equals zero . Otherwise only those weapon groups are
processed where attack increment (attribut , ATTING) equals ATTPOS.
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— j  The sor tie p lans at this point are ne ither fully detailed nor in the
format required for input to simulator external to the QUICK system.

Module PLANOUT therefore adds the required data, e.g., timing informa-
tion and bomber serial.constraint$, and creates tapes for external sim-
ulators.

)
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SECTION 2. FOOTPRNT MODULE

2.1 General Purpose

Individual missile sortie records are created for missile weapon systems
where weapon groups attack increment (ATrINC) equals attack posture
(ATTPOS) or for all systems if ATTPOS equals zero. In addition FOOTPRNT
generates individual reentry vehicle assignments for MIRV weapons. This
is done by dividing the set of targets assigned to a NIRV group into
subsets , each of which is assigned to one booster in the group. This
division is constrained by the limitations of the MIRV systems so that
the acceptable booster assignments lie within a geographic pattern known
as a footprint.

2.2 Input

2.2.1 QUICK’s MI&V PLatform Representation. Excluding print , requests,
all inputs to FOOTPRNT define the shape of each MIRV platform to be
modeled. Capability exists whereby the user may directly input equa-
tions necessary to represent each MIRV system. This generalization
permits ease in introducing new platforms as they become operational in
the future.

The form of the input equations are relatively unrestricted. However,
their definitions must conform to QUICK ’s representation of a feasible
footprint. Accordingly, QUICK views each MIRV platform as an initial
energy source and , associated with that source, a rate of energy con-
sumption . The energy source may be given in terms of pounds (ibs), as

4 a fuel supply ; velocity, as a momentum measure, or any other measure.
By selecting targets as being lead targets (that is, the initial target
assignment for a given footprint) QUICK constructs feasible footprints
by collecting a subset of targets such that there is sufficient energy
on the MIRV platform to traverse the targets. A feasible footprint,
then is any collection of targets that may be hit within the energy
constraints ; no other limitations apply.with.tn the QUICK model.

The model requires four sets of equations which define footprint feasi-
bility. (For purposes of discussion, assume fuel as being the energy
source.) These sets are equations for:

a. Determining fuel load available for footprinting

b. Determining maximum booster range and range extension

c. Determining fuel consumption per mile of equivalent downrange
distance (explained be low)

d. Determining factors for converting croasrange and uprange dis-
tances to equivalent downrange distances.

Explanations of each set of equations follows.

5 CR-i 
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2.2.1.1 Fuel Load. This represents the initial source level. It may ,
and usually is, simply set to a constant; say 1,000 lb.. Or, as in
some cases, it equals a second order power series equation dependent on
the range to the first target within the footprint being developed.

2.2.1.2 Maximum Booster Range. This equation limits the distance from
the launch base to the first target within a potential footprint. If the
first target is beyond the range of the booster an attempt will be made
to use some of the “maneuvering fuel” to reach it. If Range Extension
equations ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t~1~~; ~pel Co~

sumption equa-

tions for a fully loaded platfor~ twill be used.

2.2.1.3 Fuel Consumptions. This set of equations relates the rate of
fuel usage on an (equivalent) downrange distance basis. Downrange dis-
tances are measured along an axis which is parallel to the shorter of
the two great circle routes from the launch point to the first target
point to be hit ; croasrange distances are measured along on axis which
is perpendicular to this route. The uprang e direction is defined to be
parallel but oppositely directed to the downrange direction. All MIRV
systems , to date, give fuel expenditures based on the numbea~ of reentry
vehicles currently onboard. In terms of footprint construction , this
implies one set of equations for reentry vehicle deployment at the first
target; another set of equations for the second reentry vehicle deploy-
ment at the second target and so on.

2.2.1.4 Crossrang e and Uprange Factors. The fuel consumption rates ,
given above, assume expenditures over a downrange distance . To com-
pensate for target spacing other than downrange,use is made of the
equivalent downrange distance (EDD) of a target. The major premise of
this method is that all downrange, croserange, and uprange distances can
be converted into an equivalent downrange distance , EDD. The EDD is
equal to the downrange distance that could be traversed by the payload
if the same amount of energy were expended as would be required to tra-
verse the distance under consideration. In practice , the EDD from
point I to point j, may be expressed by the following relationship :

2 / \2~~ \2
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if j  is downrange of i
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UR~~ + (
~

) (,CR~) if j is uprange of i

where:

= downrange-crossrange ratio as user supplied

= downrange-uprange ratio as user supplied
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DOWN~~ downrange di8tance from i to 3
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= crosaran ge dis tance from i to 3

UR~~ = uprange distance front I to 3

The next subsection explains how these sets of equations may be entered
into the FOOTPRNT module.

2.2.2 Generalized FOOTPRNT Text English Coem*nd. The FOOTPRNT module
is executed via verb FOOTPRNT followed by optional adverbs EQUATE, IF ,
REEQUATE , and ONPRINTS. Adverb EQUATE is used to def ine the sets of
equations necessary for footprinting ; IF states conditions when an
equat ion is to be executed; adverb REEQUATE alters existing equations
defined under previous executions of FOOTPRNT ; ONNINT S selects print
requests.

2.2.2.1 The EQUATE and 1F Adverbs. The EQUATE clause is used to crea te
a new equation from scratch. The clause provides capability for naming
equations to be developed and the linkage with the payload system associ-
ated with the MIRV. As expla ined above , the mathematical MIRV model re-

I quires representation of fuel. (called.FUELLOAD) up-to-down range ratio
(called UPTODOWN) and the crossrange ratio (called CROSSTODOWN) as well
as measures of fuel expenditures (called FTJELRATE) and the maximum

I range the first reentry vehicle may be deployed (called MAXRANGE). The
cost of extend ing the range of the boos ter can also be def ined as
RANGEXTEND , if desired.

UPTODOWN~
CROSS TOD~WN

FUELRATE
EQUATE equation-label AS

FUELLOA~MAXRANGE

OF 2!yload-table-name TO footprint formula

Ci~ 
if clause]

The “equation-label” is a user defined label for the equation to be de-
veloped . If the label equals any existing labels , the existing equa-
tion will be replaced. Following the label name is the name of the

fac tor that the formulas will def ine and , next, is the name of the MIRV
payload system. Finally the formula for the equation is input. This

formula may contain any logical combination of QUICK attributes , con-
stra ints and opera tors p lus the functions listed in table I. The op-

tional IF clause follows the formula in order to state certain condi-

tions as to when the equa tion may be exercised. In particular , the form

• . 

of equations differs according to azimuth. The IF clause informs the

7 CR-i
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J Table 1. Footprint Formula Functions

!INEMOWIC USE_________ —

ACOS Arc-cosine: used as a function, i.e., ACOS (quan-
tity)

ACOT Arc-cotangent: used as a function

ASIN Arc-sine: used as a function

ATAN . Arc-tangent: used as a function

AZIMUTH Azimuth of the flight path of the involved weapon
group and target; used as a constant

• COS Cosine: used as a function

COT Cotangen t : used as a function

EXP Exponential: i.e., EXP(X).= e’~: used as a function

NUHR VS Number of ree ntry vehicles rema ining on the MIRV
pla tform

RANGE Great circle distance from weapon group to lead tar-
get: used 88 a constant

SIN Sine : used as a func tion

TAN Tangent: used as a function

8 CH- 1
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module when the equations are to be calculated. An example of an EQUATE
clause of a complex nature is:

EQUATE MMZCA AS CROSSTODOWN OF ‘MM-Il ’ TO

(5.3 + 1.2 * ~ZIM!JTH) * EXP(2.l(3 124 + SIN (AZ IMUTH) -RANGE)/

3200) IF AZIMUTh GREATER THAN 0 AND NUMRVS = 1

This equation (called MMZCA) defines CROSSTODOWN for situations when
azimuth is greater than 0 and the number of onboard reentry vehicles = 1.

• Information concerning the number of reentry vehic les is obtained within
the ‘MM-Il’ payload table.

Table 2 presents a complete set of equations necessary to model a given
MIRV system. All equations are power series expansions no greater than
the second order. These forms of equations historically have been ade-
quate for most of QUICK’s MIRV representations. The example of table 2
shows a MIRV system that contains four reentry vehicles. Explanatious
of parameters have been cited above with the exception of the constan ..s
(BETA , P0, NO , AlO , UO , and so on) associated with each power series.
Obviously , at execution time, the user must supply values for these
constants rather than specifying their generic spellings. Since these
forms of equations have been frequently used in the past a standard
methodology of defining these constants from raw intelligence data has
been formuleted and is presented within appendix A of this manual.

H The initial onboard fuel load is set to a constant (BETA) . The range
extension equations are given as straight lines dependent on the range
from the weapon group to the target and the launch azimuth. The IF
clause defines the azimuth dependency. The fuel consumption equations
are of the second order dependent on range and the number of reentry
vehicles remaining onboard at the time of deployment . Note that the
same equation is used when either three or four reentry vehicles are
onboard. Both of the ratios use straight line equations.

2.2.2.2 The REEQUATE Clause.

2.2.2.2.1 Equation Print. A print of each equation will. be produced
for each EQUATE (orREEQUATE) clause. An integral part of this print
will. be the enumeration of the “item-numbers” which are the discrete
items (or steps) used by FOOTP RNT in computing each ~-quation. By per-
forming each “item-number” in the given sequential order , the final
result is determined . Figure 3 gives the sequential number of equat ion
determination and immediately below that number is the item to be exe-
cuted. The series of executions are the exact steps required for solv-
ing the user input equations. The print is of importance if the user
desires to change an existing equation. The subsection below details

• the method of altering equations in conjunction with the figure 3 print.

9 CH-l
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LABEL: MM3CA
FACTOR: 

- CROSSTUDOWN
WEAPON: MM-Ill

FORMULA
Number : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Item : ( 5.3 + 1.2 * AZIMUTH )
Number: 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Item: 2.1 * ( 3124 + ( 123 * SIN (
Number : 21 22 23 24 5 26 27 28 29 30
Item: AZIMUTH ) - RANGE ) / 3200 )

IF CLAUSE

AZIMUTH GREATER 0 AND NUMRVS EQUAL I

Figure 3. Example of Equation Print

1~~~
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2.2.2.2.2 The REEQUATE Adverb. This optional clause creates a new equa-
tion (label-i) from an old equation (label-2). The general form is:

MAXEANGE
FUELL OAD

REEQIJATE equation-label-I AB UPTOD~YI~’N OF
CRO SSTODIMN

FUKLRATE
RANGEXTEND

payload-table-name LIKE eguation-’label-2

AFTER
TO REPLACE item-number [inserted items]

REMOVE

AFTER
REPLACE . . • . [IF if clause ]
REMOVE

If the two labels are the same, the new equation replaces the old. The

clause consists largel y of phrases begun by one of the spec ial words
AFTER , REPLACE or, REMOVE. Each of these words is followed by the “item—

number” involved which is found in the equation print . The AFTER special
word implies that all items following the item—number up to the next spec—
ial word are to be inserted after the named Item. The REPLACE special

word implies that all items following the item—number up to the next spec-
ial word are to be inserted in place of the named item. The REMOVE spec—

ial word implies that the named item should be removed. Any IF clause
which follows will replace the old IF clause. An example of a REEQUATE

clause is:

REEQUATE MM3CB LIKE MM3CA REPLACE 15 MINUS IF AZIMUTH LESS

THAN 0 AND NUMRVS = 1

2.2.2.3 The ONPRINTS Adverb. This optional. clause controls debug
pr ints and has the for m:

ONPRINTS group-number [* pass] [L internal-pass]

[.
~ 

lower internal index - high internal index 1]

[group_number . . .]
Print options may be selected by weapon group number and further con-

• trolled by pass (preceded by an as ter isk) , internal pass (pre ceded by
a slash) , and a range of internal indexes (enclosed in parenthesis).

• If any of the operators are missing, no print control exists for that

operator. Definitions of controlling parameters are:

12 cH—l
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INTERNAL EX 125’—’
ELLIPSE 2 1 53 OPTIMAL SOLUTION FAILED
ELLIPSE 2 TOO MANY PASSES/BRANCHES
ELLIPSE 3 CHOSEN -

READING LABEL DESCRIPTI~~

(
~~) 

INTERNAL INDEX The internal index number for the
first target whose ellipses are
being described

53 ELLIPSE The Ellipse number

(j) -- What happened with the ellipse after
being passed to PATHFIND OPTIMAL

‘OPTIMAL SOLUTION FAILED’ - The best
sequence could not meet fuel con- -

straints

‘TOO ~MANY PASSES/BBANCIIES’ - Due to -

th*.relativá positione of the target8
an inordinate amount of t ime and care
being used to find a solution

‘CHOSEN’ - This ellipse was feasible

Figure 8. ftesults of Individual Target Processing
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ONPRINTS CLAUSE ERROR IN FOOTPRINT
UNABLE TO FIND (A6) NUMBER

- 
j ATTEMPTING TO RECOVER

Could not find the Group, Sweep , PaBs, Low Targe t or H igh Tar get
in the print request. Missing *, / , (, or -.

MISSING (AlO) AT (14)

TOAS found a missing opera tor , variable or parenthesis at that
location in the equation.

TOO MANY (A6) PARENTHESIS

Unbalanced left or right parenthesis

UNKNOWN EQUATION TYPE (Al2)

Equation type doe s not descr ibe a footpr int cons tra int (UPTODOWN ,
CROSSTOIXMN, FUELLO*D, FUE LEA TE, MAXRANGE , or RANGEXTEND).

(013) IS ILLEGAL CR MISPLACED ADVERB

Cbeck spelling of input adverbs to FOOTPRNT

REEQUATE ERROR -_ EQUATION NAMED (A , 12) D(~~S NOT EXIST THE
FOLLOWING EQUATIONS ARE IN THE DATA BASE ((10A12)

- • 

Attempting to reequate using a nonexistent equation. Only the
equations in the list exist and can be used.

EQUATION NAMED (A12) ALREADY EXIST UNDER PAYTBLNM (A6)

There already is an equation with this name under another payload .

LIKE PHRASE MISSIN G

Check syntax reequate needs an equation to reequate.

ITEM (10112)
ERROR (10112)

These items are listed with the equation print and will pinpoint
where the error occurred in the equation.

Figure 9. FOOTPRNT Error Messages
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SECTION 3. POSTALOC MODULE -

3.1 General Purpose

-The purpose of module POSTALOC is the generation of detailed sortie spe-
cifications for bomber vehicles , and their weapons, based on the near-
optimal weapon allocation received from the Weapon Allocation subsystem
and consistent with user input weapon systems specifications and opera-
tional constraints. Module FOOTPRNT generates sorties for missiles
systems in either single or multi-loads.

The main operation performed in module POSTALOC is the expanding of the
allocation that was developed in module ALOC into a plan of sufficient
detail to serve as input for module PLANOUT. The first step in the de-
velopment of a flight plan is the combining of several strikes into a
single feasible sortie. In addition, with each sor tie are associa ted a
launch base and a recovery base. Also a flight profile is selected
which specifies where in the flight plan low attitude capability is to
be utilized.

3.2 Input

The general form of the text English comeand for POSTALOC execution is:

TARFAC
POSTALOC SETTING NUSTREC value 

~ 
GRP , RATIO ]

VUNLOAD

~ value ~ value 1 ~~~~~~~~ ~ value 1- • •

[0NPRINTs print-option [1 first-sortie] [- last_sortie]]

pass ] tL corridor] [,. weapon group]
[pr int-option . . - ]

3.2.1 The SETTI~G Adverb. This adverb introduces a clause whereby
parameters necessary for POSTALOC’s execution may be defined . Defini-
tion of the processing par ameters are :

¶ TARFAC - A fraction by which the local attrition parameter will
be multiplied

— MUSTREC -- Used to specify the required recovery of the bombers.
A value of zero implies the possibility of ditching
aircraft; a value of one means all aircraft must be
recovered

VUNLOAD - Significance parameter for final alterations in sortie.
The significance parameter is the fractional change in

21 cR- I
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sortie value which must occur before the module
will either have the bomber attack previously omit-
ted targets with ASMs or will remove unprofitable
bombs from the sortie plan. Recommended settings
are values from .002 - .005.

GRP , RATIO - RATIO of recovery value to total sortie for bombers
in GRP . An entry for RATIO with GROUP set to 251
causes the indicated ratio to pertain to all unspe-
cified weapon groups. Up to 250 sets of data (each
separa ted by a blank ) may be entered.

3.2.2 The ONPRINTS Adverb. This clause controls the user print requests
and the frequency each report is to print. For any given execution of
POSTALOC , up to 60 individual print requests may be honored. Each print
request number indicates both the print required and the point during
processing at which that print is to be output . For example , print 1
displays the contents of conmon /SORTYTGT/ . ‘If that print is to be out-
put by subroutine SORTOPT , the user specifies print request number 31.
If it is to be output by subroutine EVALB, it is effected by print re-
quest numbers 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, or 108; the one to be chosen de-
pends on at what point within EVALB the print is to be issued . A list
of print request numbers is given in table 3.

A print request number that stands by itself will produce output for all
occurrences of the request. Provision is Included to control the fre-
quency of the prints by specifying sortie numbers , pass number, corridor
index, and/or weapon group. A special operator (se’ example above of
text input) introduces separate controls. If an operator is missing ,
default conditions occurs. Consider, an example:

ONPRINTS 75 11 (2—9) * 1/4, 10 18 (-5) 10,5

Print request 75 occurs with no restriction. Print request 11 is printed
for weapon group 10, corrid or 4 , pass 1 and sortie between 2 and 9.
Print 18 prints the first 5 sorties for all weapon groups and corridors.
Pr int 10 will occur only for weapon group 5. Note that individual re-
quests are separated by at least one space.

3.3 Output

3.3.1 Standard. The only standard output gives the number of sorties
generated ; the message is:

TOTAL NUMBER OF SORTIES (I)

where I is the number of sorties.

All remaining prints must be user requested.

_ ~~~~~~~~ I
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PRINT NO. 7 FROM PRERAID (2)
PRINT REQUESTED FROM

POSTALT POSTALOC PRERAID

HEADING LABEL - DESCRIPTION

(j) -- - The rightmost name is the sub-
routine from which the print
was requested . Each subrou-
tine in the list was called
by the preceding subroutine
printed .

Figure 26. Print Option 18: The Contents of Coimson /DEBUG/ 
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4.2.2.1 The CCARD Clause. This clause is used to change strikes with-
in existing sorties . The general form is (Bee table 5):

CCARD sortie number, desigi, desig2, 
[.L ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ tchange,

asin
] {* caloff, dlatof,~~ dIon.~off]

The first three parameters specify the action to be performed and must
be entered for each adverb . The “sortie number” indicates which sortie
is to be changed. Various modes of entries for the target DESIG’s are:

o “desigi” will be dropped when ‘~desig2” is blank (that is, a
conuna appears in lieu of a target DESIG)

o Strikes are replaced when both “desigi” and “desig2” are non-
blank and not equal. “desig 1” will be replaced by “desig2”
(and if a complex , it must be the representative target)

o When “deatgl” equals “desig2”, elements of the strike are
changed. This allows a change in dawn time, height of burst,
offset characteristics or depenetration corridor.

The user also has the option to substitute a numeric value for “desigi.”
This value is the sequential count of the strike to be changed. Thus if
the strike is third in the order of the original sortie, the user may
enter the value 3 in lieu of a target DESIG. This option allows the
user to select among multiple occurrences of the same DESIG.

Following “deaig2” parameters that may be changed are optional. These
options come in two collections. In each collection the individual
parameters may be omitted but their preceding conm~as must still appear.
The first collection contains the options of chang ing the height-of-
burst, specifying a new depenetration corridor, suppressing recalcula-
tion of attrition, and altering the flight time. The second collec-
tion permits the definition of target offset. This collection must be
introduced by the asterisk (*) operator. Also , if no options are used
from the first collection default coninas are not required. Similar
logic applies if the fourth , or third and four th , or second , third or
fourth options are not employed.

If any of the change fields (tchange, hob , etc.) are omitted and the
target is not changed, the current sortie values are used. When they
are omitted for a new target, default values will be assigned. The
defaults will use normal times derived from distances , hob as specif ied
in module PREPALOC and zero offsets.

For time change requests, the time of the bomb or ASII hit will be
changed by the amount specified. In the case of missiles the downtime
will be changed but there will be no change to launch times. If the
target is new, then time change specifies the change to be applied to
the calculated time. 

- -
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1~
The “tchange”, “diatoff” and “diongoff” are assigned quantities. Direc-
tion is positive (4-) north or west and negative (-) south and east.
Offsets are always computed from the data base loéations of target
“desig2”.

3

4 1 .
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Table S. CCARD Clause

LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

sortie number N/A Sortie sequential number*

(DESIG~~ or coma) DESIG1 reference:

desig2 -. (DESIG or coning) DESIG2 reference

hob (A, G or coma) Height of burst option

dec (1-30 or coma) Depenetration corridor change

rac (N or coma) Attr ition re cal cula tion
tchange (Numeric or coma) Time of flight change (minutes)

asm ASN AS)! indicator. If absent,
strike is non-AS)!

***caloff (C or coma) If “C” follows the asterisk
operator , dlatoff and dlongoff
represents the actual ground
zero. Otherwise , dia toff  and
diongoff represents offsets
from the target

dlatoff (0-180 or coma) Dependent on ‘caloff’. In
either case units are decimal
degrees

dlongoff (0-360 or coma) Same as ‘dla toff ’ , but for
longi tude

* Items mandatory.

** Any data base target DESIG. If blank (see text) insert a couma.

*** I ca 1off~ must be introduced by the asterisk operator. -
~~~

I
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There are two methods of defining offsets : (1) direct offset entry if
“caloff” does not equal “C” ; and entry of actual ground zero if “caloff”
equals “C”. Note that an entry of 0 sets offsets to zero.

New attritions will always be calculated unless parameter “rac” equals

Some examples of the CCARD are:

CCARD l4 ,BB123
CCARD 15,AA432 ,AA432 ,C,,, 275
CCARD 16 ,AA777 ,AA666,,2*,- .Ol ,.003

The first example shows that for sortie number 14 the strike on BB123
is eliminated. In the second example , sortie number 15’s strike on
AA432 has its height of burst changed to ground and its time of flight
changed to 275 minutes.

The third example shows the AA777 for sortie number 16 replaced by a
strike on AA666, depenetration using corridor 2 and appropriate offsets.

4.2.2.2 The ICARD Clause. This clause is used to insert a new strike
in a sortie. The general form of the clause is:

1cAR1 sortie nimther .,. [desigi] ~. desig2 [~. ~~~ .L ~. ~~~. J.

tchange,

caloff ~ dlatoff ~ dlon&off]

“desig2” will be inserted after “desigi.” If “desigl” is omitted
(two con~nas after  the sortie number), “desig2” will become the first
target of the sortie . The discussion of optional information for the
CCARD clause on new targets applies to “desig2.”

The user may substitute a strike number for “desigl.” If a value of
zero (0) is entered , the new strike is inserted prior to the current
first strike.

This option is used for air delivered ordnance and MIRV capable mis-
siles. In the case of bombers it may be used in conjunction with
CCARD clauses to change the order of strikes on a given sortie. How-

ever, if the program determines a switch in the order of strikes is

not mathematically optimal, the changes will not be made.

An example is:

ICARD 15 ,AA432,BB123,,2

A strike on B3123 will occur after the strike AA432 and the depenetra-
tion corridor is changed to 2.
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4.2.2.3 The ACARD Clause. This clause is used to add non-MIRV missile
sorties. This clause has the general form:

ACARD desig, ~~~~, group, siteind, [~. isal, tlaun]

caloff, diatoff, dlon~off}

Generally, all coments concerning the CCARD clause applies to the ACARD
cl ause. Note , that no sequence number is supplied ; PLANOUT will supp ly
the correct value. “group” is the weapon group number containing the
launch base. “siteind” is the INDEXNO of the site from the weapon group.
If no launch time (tlaun) is given, the pr ogram sets this t ime accordi ng
to salvo number and launch interval. If simultaneous launches are de-
sired , salvo numbers (“isal”) must be repeated for each round which is
to be salvoed ; i.e., if SIMLAIJNCH is i, the missile salvo number j would
be repeated i times in order to have i weapons launch at (j_i)*(launch
interval). In the case of non-salvoed missiles and bombers , launch will
occur at the earliest feasible time as determined by alert status, CORNSL ,
etc. If a launch time is specified , that value is added to the delay
times discussed above.

An example of an ACARD clause :

ACARD BB123,G,7,1374 ,, 14*,-.Ol,.12

This would cause a sortie to be added allocating group 7 from 1374 to
target with DESIG BB123. A ground burst is desired offset by -.01 de-
grees latitude and .12 degrees longitude. The launch is to take place
14 minutes after h-hour .

4.2.2.4 General Sortie Change Con e. Some changes will necessitate
the recalculation of the survival probability , attrition, and avai lable
low altitude range of a mission. Such changes are the addition or de-
letion of targets fr om the or iginal sortie. Other changes , such as
changing the time between targets should , strictly speaking, affect the
available low altitude range and survival probability also; however, if
the adjustments are small enough the user may not want the whole sortie
disrupted by these calculations . Thus , on time changes the user will
be able to select whether recalculation is desired. The default will
be to recalculate the basic parameters. Of course, if the user opts
for recalcula tion at any change on a sor tie, all events will be affected.

If a decrease in time has been input between strikes , the effect is to
actually increase the speed of an aircraft. The actual speed will be
calc ula ted by dividing the distance by time between the two points and
if this increase is greater than a data set percentage of the a i rcraf t
speed it will be considered to be an error. The time will be set to
the maximum allowed time differen tial and an error message printed.
The time error messages round down to the whole minute. •
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H
FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RA NGE DESCRIPTION

1 1 S STRIKE Card indicator

2 2 1-9 Conisand/ function code

3 3-7 SSSN 1-99999 Sortie Sequence Number

4 8-10 STSK 3 Numeric StOP Table Number

5 11-12 01-31 Day
13-14 SDTM 00-23 Hour Of weapon
15-16 00-59 Minute detonation
17-18 00-59 Second

6 19-24 DDMMSS DD—degrees Latitude of

~i.AT MN—minutes desired ground
SS—seconde zero (DGZ)

7 25 N or S North or South

8 26-32 DDDMMSS DDD—degrees Longitude
SLON MM—minutes of DGZSS—seconds

9 33 E or V East or West

10 34-38 SDES 2 Alpha, 3 Numeric Tihrget designator code

11 39-40 SPLS -1-99 PLS_Probability* of pre-
launch survival

12 41-42 SPTP -1-99 PTP-Penetration
probability*

13 43-44 SWSR -1-99 WSR-Weapon system
reltability*

14 45 SREG 1-9 Region cod
14 45 SREG 1-9 Regiod code

,41 ______________________

A printed probáb~L1ity of -l implie, a value of 100.

Figure 42. STRIKE Tape Format (Part 1 of 3)
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CARD
FIELD COLUMNS LAJEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

15 46-48 SFYR 000-999 Fission/yield ratio

16 49-53 SY LD 00001-99999 Yield (kilotons)

17 54-57 SHOB 0000-9999 Height of burst (tens
of feet)

18 58-61 SCEP 0000-9999 CEP in t ime of feet

19 62 SATT 0-9 Attack increment

20 63-64 SCLO 2 Alpha Country code for target
locations

21 65-66 SC~M 2 Alpha Country code for target
owner

*
22 67-68 SPAT -1-99 Attritions probability

(i.e., percent change of
attrition)

23 69 SSEQ 0-9 Sequentia l Washed Number
when opeiation code is
7, 10, or 11.
Otherwise, blank.

24 70-71 SPTC 01-99 Plane type code

25 72-73 SWTC 01-99 Weapon type code

26 74-77 SUNT 0001-9999 Unit number (INDEXNO of
launch base)

27 78-79 00-99 Sortie number

28 80 Blank

29 81-83 SGNM 001-999 Group number

30 84-89 SWNM 6 Alpha Weapon type name

31 90-95 SLNM 6 Alpha Launch site name

*A printed probability of -1 implies a value of 100.

- 
Figure 42. (Part 2 of 3)
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CARD 
_ _ _ _ _FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

32 96—101 DDWMSS ’ DD—deg~ees Latitude of
SLLT MM-minutes launch baseSS seconds

33 102 N or S North or South

34 103- 109 DDDMMSS DDD—degrees Lou itude of
- MM-minutes S

SLLN launch base
SS—seconds

35 110 E or W East or West

36 111-112 00-23 Hours
113-114 SLTN 00-59 Minutes Time of Launch
115-116 00-59 Seconds

37 11.7-119 SAZM 000-999 Back Azimuth

- :  
J 

Figure 42. (Part 3 of 3)
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SORTIE SPECIFICATION: “A” CARD FORMAT

CA RD
FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

1 1 A A-card indicator

2 2-4 ANNUM 001-999 A-card number

3 5-8 AUNT 0001-9999 Unit number

4 9-10 ASNO 01-99 Sortie number

5 11 Blank

6 1.2—14 APTC 001-999 Plane type code

7 15—17 Blank

8 18 0

9 19-22 AREP Reference time ( launch
time in hours and
minutes)

10 23 1 Time reference (1=
launch)

11 24-30 0000000

12 31—35 Blank

13 36-37 ALCC 2 Alpha Country code of launch
base

14 39-40 AFUN 1-9 SAGA Vehicle Function
Code

1-~rcBM
2-IRBM
3~MRBM
5—SSB/SSBN
6—SSGN o
7—LRA
0, 4, 8, 9 not used

16 41 0-9 Non-Executed Force Code

Figure 43. STRIKE Format (A and B Cards) (Part 1 of 4) ()
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CARD
FIELD COLUMNS lABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

17 42 Blank

18 43-48 ATNN 6 Alpha Weapon type name

19 49 Blank

20 50-55 ASNO 6 Alpha Launch base BE Number

21 56-80 Blank

SORTIE SPECIFICATION: “B” CARD FORMAT

CARD
FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

1 1 B B-card indicator

2 2-4 BNUM 001-999 B-card number

3 5-8 BUNT 0001-9999 Unit number

4 9-10 BSNO 01-99 Sortie number

5 11-12 BFLN 01-99 Flight leg number

6 13-14 BEUT 01-14 Event or operation type
indicator

1 Takeoff
- 2 Aerial refueling
3-4 Dogleg

6 ASM launch
7 ASM on target
8 Decoy release
9 Decoy impact
10- Missile or bomb on target
11 MIRV on target
13 Recovery if bomber ; splash

if air breathing missile
14 Slash (ballistic missile)

I

J 
Figure 43. (Pert 2 of 4)
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CARD
FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

7 15-19 BLOC Location identifier for
given operation

i—Base index
2—Area number

7=Target DESIG code
8 or 9=”l”
10 or ll=Target DESIG code
l3=Recovery base INDEXNO

if bomber

8 20-25 BLAT DDNMSS Latitude at end of leg is
degrees, minutes and
seconds

9 26-33 BLON DDDMMSSX Longitude at end of leg
is degrees , minutes ,
seconds, East or West

10 34 B1.W Mode of operation

1. High altitude
4 Low altitude

11 35 0

12 36-41 STIM HHNMSS Time of event in hours,
minutes and seconds

13 42 S Southern latitude
indicator (if latitude
is North-blank)

14 43 44 BSEQ 01-99 Sequential index within
unit number

15 45-46 Blank

16 47-49 BAZI 000-360 Launch/Back azimuth in
degrees

• 17 50 BE~( ECM status
0 Off
1 On

~ 1Figure 43. (Part 3 of 4)
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CARD
FIELD COLUMNS LABEL RANGE DESCRIPTION

18 51 0

19 52-53 EWAR 01-99 Warhead type

20 54 BCRA Height of burst
0—ground
i—air

21 55 0

22 56-58 BPTC 001-999 Plane type code

23 59-60 BTCC 2 Alpha Country code of target
location

24 61 BRYC 1-9 Region code

25 62-64 BTSK 000—999 SlOP Table Number

-I

26 65-68 BROB 0000-9999 Height of burst (tens
of feet)

27 69-73 BYT.D 00001-99999 Yield (kilotons)

28 74-77 BCEP 0000-9999 CEP (tens of feet)

29 78-79 BC~M 2 Alpha Country code for target
owners

30 80 BATT 0-9 Attack increment

Figure 43. (Par t 4 of 4)
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4.3 Output

The output of PLANOUT can also be divided into three subsets relating
to the three functions.

4.3.1 Sortie Completion Output. The ou tput of the sortie completion
function consists of additions to the integrated data base , in the form
of additional sortie events and tanker sor ties, and printed output.
The printed output may be divided into four categories:

o Standard output, which is printed regardless of the print op-
tion selected

o Frequently used optional print -- 3, 10, 11 and 12 -- wh ich
are detailed bomber, missile and tanker plans, and the tanker
allocation table

o Debug print options

o Error messages

4.3.1.1 Standard Output. First a list appears of the print options
selected titling the list SNAP REQUESTS and putting appropriate head-
ings on each column . Next , the input information on missile timing
lines and COBI4SLs is printed (see figure 44). A list of tanker bases
is printed giving, for each base, the corresponding latitude (TKRLAT),
longitude (TKRLONG), and tanker range (TR.ANGE), as shown in figure 45.

There are three printouts which give information used by PLNTPLAN ’s sub-
• routine VAN. VAM applies Vogel’s Approximation Method to the transpor-

-
~ tation problem of assigning available tankers to refuel areas where

automatic tanker allocation is to be performed. These prints are out-
put mainly for use by QUICK system programmers. The prints are:

a. The COST matrix , giving the contents of the FORTRAN array by
the same name. Row i refers to tanker base i; column j to
refuel area j. The entry in COST (i, j) is the distance be-
tween tanker base i and refuel area j. The matrix is printed
up to 20 columns to a page.

b. The SOURCE/SINK table , printing for each integer i:

SOURCE(I) — N , where N is the number of tankers available
for automatic allocation at tanker base I

SINK(I) N , where M is the number of bombers which have
been assigned to refuel at ref uel area I

c. The VAN solution, showing the elements of the X(i , j) matrix
which constitute the final feasible solution to the tranapor-
tation problems. Again , i = the tanker base number , and j =
the refuel area number. The value for X(i , j) • the number
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1 NO ADVERBS FOR PIANOUT
The PIANOtJT verb muet have at least one clause

2 ERROR IN ONPRINTS CLAUSE
Check syntax and print option limits

3 ERROR IN MISTME CLAUSE
Check clause for errors in data input order

4 ERROR IN MSLCOR CLAUSE 
•

Check clause for errors in order of data input and validity of type
names -

5 ***** INSUFFICIENT TANKER RANGE *********,~~~~~~

NEW REFUEL POINT CALCULATED
BASE AT (2F6.l) ENTRY AT (2F6 .l) BUDDY REFUE L AT (2F6.l)
CLOSEST TANKER BASE AT (2F6.1) NEW REFUEL POINT AT (2F6.l)
The buddy refuel point calculated for a bomber is not within range
of any tanker base. A new refuel point is calculated by interpola-
tion such that it will be within range of the nearest tanker base.
This does not indicate an error. Values are latitude/ longitude
pairs.

6 NO.ASMS FOR PAYLOAD (14)
An ASM launch is assigned to a bomber which has none.
Value is index number of appropriate payload table

7 NEGATIVE GOLOW2 EXTENDS TO END OF SORTIE
• Input go-low information is wrong. Further processing of the plan

is halted and the next plan is read. Examine plan from POSTALOC.

• 8 NO EVENTS AFTER CORRIDOR ORIGIN
Degenerate input plan. Further processing of the bomber plan is
halted and the next plan is read . Examine plan from POSTALOC.

9 NUMBER OF DECOY LAUNCHES EXCEEDS CAPACITY OF DECOY ALLOCATION
Sufficient decoys are available to launch more than six at each
possible launch point . No further decoys are allocated. This
does not indicate an error.

10 ***** PLAN TOO LARGE *****
There are too many lines in the plan for print request 3 to handle.
Processing continues.

-
~~~~~~~

Figure 61. Sortie Completion Error Messages (Part 1 of 2) -—
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11 PRINT DELETED--EXCEEDS 20 LINES
A print 7 has been request.d (pr.corridor l.gs), but the print 7
coding cannot handle more than 20 lines. Processing continues.-

M

I 
Figure 61. (Part 2 of 2)
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ERROR. RANGE LIMITS EXCEEDED. MAX RANGE - (P7.1) CALCULATE
3 RANGE — (P7.1) SORTIE SEQUENCE — (15)

For the given sortie sequence number , a missile or bomber is
asked to exceed its range . May occur on an ACARD or due to a
target change (CCARD ) or addition (ICARD).

2 TIME CHANGE TOO LARGE. TIME CHANGED TO MAX OF (15) MINUTES
SORTIE SEQUENCE — (15)

A target time change request is too large; time is reset to
maximum.

3 THE FOLLOWING (AS) CLAUSE HAS (A30) (13) (AS) (A80)

Error in a sortie change clause

Field 1 contains either ACARD, CCARD or ICARD
Field 2 contains one of the following codes

a. NO SORTIE NUMBER — Sortie identifier missing
• b. NO DESIG — ACARD has no target DESIG

C. AN INVALID DESIG — ACARD has non—existant DESIG
d. AN INAPPROPRIATE DESIG — ACARD has a non—lead or non-

target list DESIG
e. A MISSING COMMA — Syntax error
1. THE WRONG SYNTAX - Syntax error
g. NO GROUP NUMBER — ACARD has no group number
h. AN INVALID GROUP NUMBER - Group number does not exist or

is inappropriate
1. NO BASE INDEX NUMBER — ACARD base identifier missing
j .  AN IMPROPER OFFSET - Syntax error

SYNTAX
k. AN INVALID MISSILE — Target out of range or within

RANGE missing range
1. AN INVALID SORTIE — Sortie number does not exist

NUMBER
m. AN INVALID FIRST DESIG — Value for “desigl” Invalid,

sortie count wrong or DESIG
does not exist

n. AN INVALID SECOND DESIG — Value for “desig2” does not
exist

o. AN IMP ROPER OPTION — Syntax error
SYNTAX

p. AN INVALID HOB — Value entered for “hob” not A
o r G

Figure 62. Sortie Change Error Messages (Part 1 of 2)
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q. AN INVALID CORRIDOR — Value entered for “dec” out of
NUMBER range

r. AN INVALID OPTION CODE — Value entered for “rac” not valid
- I s. AN INVALID TIME CHANGE — Value for change not numeric

t .  AN INAPPROPRIATE FIRST — Value given for “desigi” not lead
DESIG target or not in target list

u. AN INVALID OLD — Value given for “desigl” not a
ASSIGNMENT target in sortie

v. AN INAPPROPRIATE SECOND — Value for “desig2” not lead tar—
DESIG get or not in target list

w. AN INVALID ASM CODE - Value for “asm” not ASM

Field 3 contains the sequential count of the clause containing
the error. This count includes all clauses not just
sortie change clauses .

Field 4 and 5 contain a reconstruction of the clause

•1

LI

: Figure 62. (Part 2 of 2)
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1 MULTIPLE STRIKE OR ABTAPE ADVERBS NOT ALLOWED

Only one instance each of either STRIKE or ABTAPE clause is
permitted in a single run of PLANOUT.

2 SETTING/IF ORDER WRONG
- 

SETTING/IF clauses must appear in pairs and in that order.

3 ERROR IN SETTING/IF PAIR (13)

Error has occurred In clause pair indicated. Most likely the
spelling of a field name is wrong.

4 INTERFACE REQUIRES GAI4ETIME AND FUNCOM CLAUSES

Both GANETIME and FUNCOM clauses must appear in any valid run
of the External interface function.

5 ERROR IN GAMETIME CLAUSE

Check order and spelling of input flags.

6 ERROR IN FUNCOM CLAUSE

Check clause syntax.

I H i
Figure 66. External Interface Error Messages
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